HIGHLIGHTS
-Moly Based Open Gear & Cable
Lubricant
-16oz Can with Dual Spray Valve
-Becomes Tacky Quick for
Coating Protection
-Non-Toxic, Non-Corrosive
-Water-Resistant
-Will Not Sling or Run Off of
Gears
-Relubricates on each Gear
Revolution

TYPICAL PROPERTIES
-Vapor Pressure:
-Volatility:

N/A

N/A

-Solubility: Insoluble
-Specific Gravity: 0.9
Vapor Density: N/A
-pH: N/A
-Evaporation Rate: N/A
-Physical Description: Dark
Coarse Spray w/ Solvent
Odor

SAFETY CAUTIONS
-Keep out of reach of children.
-For industrial and institutional
use only.
-Do not store at temperatures
above 120°F.
-Refer to SDS for additional
safety information.
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MOLY MITE
AEROSOL
DESCRIPTION:
MOLY MITE is a super tough, adhesive type lubricant
which penetrates deep into chain, cables, gears and
other heavy mechanisms becomes tacky and
adhering to surfaces for extreme protection against
wear. Thickens quickly to a tacky, black stringy lube.
Provides a Molybdenum Disulfide shield which
maintains a cushion of lubricant between gear teeth
and other friction-producing surfaces.
MOLY MITE absorbs high shock loads, extreme
pressure and prevents chipping and scuffing. Product
forms a protective water resistant coating that
prevents corrosion in outdoor and even under water
applications. Dual spray valve provides jet stream
application for hard-to-reach areas and fan spray for
uniform film. MOLY MITE works well at high
temperatures, absorbs high shock loads, extreme
pressure and helps prevent
chipping.
Uses: passenger and freight elevators, mining
equipment, construction equipment, dredging and
earth moving equipment, crane and booms, textile
and steel mill machinery, offshore drilling rigs, drag
lines, tug boats, winches and marine equipment.

DIRECTIONS:
-Shake well, shake vigorously until agitator balls
inside rattle and shake for an additional 30 seconds
to a minute. Shake can occasionally through
application for better performance.
-Dual spray valve directions:
Press spray nozzle down for fan spray to apply
uniform film. Tilt valve forward for a jet stream
application in hard-to-reach critical areas. Jet stream
sprays approximately 8 feet.
distributed by:

ARROW MAGNOLIA INTERNATIONAL, INC.
2646 Rodney Lane
Dallas, Texas 75229
Toll Free: 800.527.2101
www.arrowmagnolia.com

LG-4960/1021

aerosol lubricants/greases

Since 1927, Arrow-Magnolia
has helped people solve
their cleaning and maintenance problems with the
finest products available
today.

